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Abstract

The richness in both the dispersion and energy of antiferromagnetic magnons has spurred the magnetism

community to consider antiferromagnets for future spintronic/magnonic applications. However, the exci-

tation and control of antiferromagnetic magnons remains challenging, especially when compared to fer-

romagnetic counterparts. A middle ground is found with synthetic antiferromagnet metamaterials, where

acoustic and optical magnons exist at GHz frequencies. In these materials, the magnon energy spectrum

can be tuned by static symmetry-breaking external fields or dipolar interactions hybridizing optical and

acoustic magnon branches. Here, we experimentally measure the magnon energy spectrum of synthetic

antiferromagnetic tetralayers, and discover avoided energy level crossings in the energy spectrum that are

unexplained by the antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling. We explain our experimental results using a phe-

nomenological model incorporating both fieldlike and dampinglike torques generated by spin pumping in

noncollinear magnetic multilayers separated by normal-metal spacers. We show that an asymmetry in the

fieldlike torques acting on different magnetic layers can lift the spectral degeneracies of acoustic and optical

magnon branches and yield symmetry-breaking induced magnon-magnon interactions. Our work extends

the phenomenology of spin pumping to noncollinear magnetization configurations and significantly expands

ways of engineering magnon-magnon interactions within antiferromagnets and quantum hybrid magnonic

materials.
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Magnons are the low-energy quasiparticle correspondent of spin waves in magnetically ordered

materials. The coupling of magnons to other quasiparticles such as photons[1–4], phonons[5–7],

and other magnons[8–12] has recently drawn great attention due to the emerging field of hy-

brid quantum systems. The potential applications of such hybrid magnonic systems are vast[13,

14]. One prospective application relies on on-chip magnon-photon interactions[15–18] to trans-

duce information between qubits-to-photons-to-magnons[19, 20]. Antiferromagnetic materials,

as a magnon platform, are particularly appealing because they possess both acoustic and optical

magnons at small wavenumbers and can have frequencies at the GHz[21, 22], sub-THz[23, 24],

and even THz level[25, 26]. In fact, this large frequency range has spurred the field of antiferro-

magnetic spintronics[27], which aims to functionalize antiferromagnets as memories[28, 29] and

sources of THz radiation[30, 31]. Hybrid magnon materials, with tunable magnon-magnon inter-

actions, offer new avenues for controlling antiferromagnetic magnon frequencies, making them

novel candidate materials for spintronic applications[13, 14]. The success of these future appli-

cations will depend on the discovery, characterization, and eventual control of magnon-magnon

interactions within antiferromagnetic materials.

In this work, we use synthetic antiferromagnets (S-AFM) as a material platform to study hy-

bridized magnons. Conventional S-AFMs are comprised of ferromagnetic layers separated by

normal metal spacer layers that promote an antiferromagnetic exchange-like coupling via the Ru-

derman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) interaction[32], but can also be engineered to possess

chiral exchange interactions[33, 34] that can stabilize unconventional magnetization textures[35]

and skyrmions[36]. In general, acoustic and optical magnons tend to exist at the single-GHz to the

tens-of-GHz frequency scale within S-AFMs[22]. Over this convenient range of frequencies, the

magnon-magnon interaction between such modes has been previously tuned via the application of

a symmetry-breaking external field[21, 37–39]. Dipolar interactions were also shown to hybridize

optical and acoustic magnons in a controlled manner when large enough magnon wavenumbers

were excited[40]. Recently, we predicted that the dynamic component of the RKKY exchange field

could “self-hybridize” pairs of acoustic -or- optical magnons in layered antiferromagnets with four

and six layers[41]. The former case, S-AFM tetralayers, are the main subject of investigation in

this work.

When magnetization dynamics are driven coherently, interfacial spin pumping processes can

also occur in S-AFMs. Early theoretical works have identified two types of spin pumping torques

in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equations of motion governing coherently-driven magneti-
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zations dynamics, i.e., a dampinglike and a fieldlike torque associated with, respectively, the real

and imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance [42–45]. The fieldlike torque is commonly

neglected as it was suggested that the imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance must be ex-

ceedingly smaller than its real part at metallic interfaces. Here, we will show that spin pumping

fieldlike torques can instead play a dominant role in magnon band engineering. Specifically, we

will generalize the theory of interfacial spin pumping to noncollinear magnetization configurations

and we will demonstrate that, when the uppermost and the lowermost magnet|normal metal|magnet

interfaces of tetralayer are not identical, mode crossings between acoustic and optical branches of

FMR spectra can be lifted by dynamical fieldlike torques. The symmetry-breaking mechanism, to

be elucidated below, that generates this new magnon-magnon interaction is illustrated in Figure 1.

In (a), an external field is applied to the tetralayer, and it is illustrated how the orientation of the

effective magnetic fields that the surface (or interior) layers experience is mirror-symmetric about

the external field direction. As we will theoretically demonstrate, in the presence of any inversion

asymmetry, dynamic interlayer fieldlike torques rotate the mirror-symmetry axes of the surface

and interior effective fields away from one another [as shown in (b)]. In this scenario, we will ex-

perimentally show and theoretically describe how acoustic and optical magnons are subsequently

able to interact.

Using DC magnetron sputtering (see Methods), we prepared both bilayer and tetralayer S-AFM

films comprised of alternating permalloy/ruthenium (Py/Ru) layers that are grown between two

platinum (Pt) layers that are 6 nm thick. Our samples exhibit antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling

between 5 nm Py layers when the Ru layers are fixed at 1 nm. The antiferromagnetic interaction

is verified with magnetometry as seen in Figure 2 (a) and (b). Antiferromagnetic samples have no

magnetic hysteresis, and the magnetization increases with field linearly for the bilayer, and non-

linearly for the tetralayer. By fitting the normalized magnetization of our samples versus magnetic

field (mathematical details are found in Supplemental material, Section 2.1) we are able to extract

an interlayer antiferromagnetic exchange field of µ0HE = 28.1 mT and µ0HE = 24.4 mT for the

bilayer and tetralayer respectively.

To experimentally characterize the magnon energy spectra for both the bilayer and tetralayer we

employ a broadband magnetic resonance technique where samples are flipped on top of a co-planar

waveguide (CPW, see Methods). In Figure 3, our most compelling results arise in an experimental

geometry where samples are placed on the dielectric region between the signal and ground line of

the CPW. Here, the CPW generates an in-plane rf-field that is perpendicular to the signal line, as
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well as an an out-of-plane rf-field. In Figure 3 (a) and (b), we show the experimentally excited

magnon energy spectrum in the “acoustic configuration”, where the external field is applied along

the length of the signal line. In this configuration, all dynamic components of the rf-field are

perpendicular to the external field, and we only excite acoustic magnons. For the bilayer, an

unbroken linear magnon branch is observed, but for the tetralayer an avoided energy level crossing

near 5.5 GHz breaks the main linear branch into two branches.

When the external field is rotated to be perpendicular to the length of the signal line, it becomes

parallel to the in-plane component of the rf-field. We call this the “optical configuration” because

optical magnons can now be excited by the in-plane component of the rf-field[21, 37, 40]. How-

ever, acoustic magnons are still excited due to the out-of-plane component of the rf-field. The

magnon spectrum in this configuration for the bilayer and tetralayer is shown in Figure 3 (c) and

(d). For the bilayer, we more strongly observe the low energy acoustic branch and do not couple

to the optical magnon. For the tetralayer we clearly observe three magnon branches. The lowest

energy linear magnon branch is observed to dramatically flatten out as the external field increases.

A second, relatively flat, new magnon mode with a frequency of 4.9 GHz at zero field is observed.

Finally, a third magnon branch with a zero field frequency near 5.5 GHz is excited. In addition to

the surprising overall “flatness” of the two lower energy magnon branches, all three branches are

experimentally observed to avoid one another.

To explain these experimental measurements, we develop a general phenomenology for spin

pumping in noncollinear magnetic layered structures incorporating both fieldlike and dampinglike

spin pumping torques, consistent with Onsager reciprocity and symmetry principles. A detailed

theory is provided in Supplemental material, Section 1. We describe the magnetization dynamics
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of the tetralayer using four modified and coupled LLG equations:

dmA(D)

dt
= − µ0γmA(D) × [

H0ŷ − HEmB(C) − Ms
(
mA(D) · ẑ) ẑ

]

+mA(D) ×
[
dmB(C)

dt
×

(
α f ,AB(CD)mA(C) + β f ,AB(CD)mB(D)

)]

+
(
αA(D) + αd,AB(CD)

)
mA(D) ×

dmA(D)

dt
− αd,AB(CD)mA(D) ×

(
mB(C) ×

dmB(C)

dt

)
×mA(D) , (1)

dmB(C)

dt
= − µ0γmB(C) × [H0ŷ − HE

(
mA(B) + mC(D)

) − Ms(mB(C) · ẑ)ẑ]

+mB(C) ×
[
dmA(B)

dt
×

(
α f ,AB(BC)mA(B) + β f ,AB(BC)mB(C)

)]

+mB(C) ×
[
dmC(D)

dt
×

(
α f ,BC(CD)mB(C) + β f ,BC(CD)mC(D)

)]

+
(
αB(C) + αd,AB(CD) + αd,BC

)
mB(C) ×

dmB(C)

dt
− αd,AB(BC)mB(C) ×

(
mA(B) ×

dmA(B)

dt

)
×mB(C)

−αd,BC(CD)mB(C) ×
(
mC(D) ×

dmC(D)

dt

)
×mB(C) . (2)

where Eq. (1) describes the dynamics of the magnetization on the top (bottom) surface layers

mA(D), while Eq. (2) represents the upper (lower) interior layers mB(C). H0 and HE are the external

and interlayer exchange fields, respectively. The torque term proportional to the saturation magne-

tization, Ms, parameterizes the shape-dependent demagnetizing field of each thin film layer. The

parameter αi accounts for the local Gilbert damping of the ith layer, which we assume to be the

same within each layer, i.e., αi ≡ α, with i = A, B,C,D. Terms ∝ αd,i j describe the dampinglike

torques associated with spin pumping at the interface between the ith and jth layers and reduce to

the well-known results of Ref. [44] for a collinear magnetization configuration, i.e., mi ‖ m j. The

terms α f ,i j and β f ,i j parameterize the strength of the fieldlike torques at the interface between the

ith and jth layers [46]. In what follows, we treat each individual Py|Ru|Py bilayer as symmetric,

which allows us to set α f ,i j = β f ,i j for a given (i, j) pair of layers. It is important to note that

the dynamical fieldlike torques contribute to the effective field Hi,eff acting on the magnetic order

parameter mi, and thus influence the equilibrium orientation around which the latter coherently

precesses. By solving self-consistently Eqs. (1) and (2), the effective field Hi, f acting on mi due to

spin pumping can be written, to first order, as

HA(D), f =mB(C) × [H0ŷ − HE
(
mA(B) + mC(D)

) − Ms(mB(C) · ẑ)ẑ] × α f ,AB(CD)
(
mA(C) + mB(D)

)
, (3)

HB(C), f =mA(D) × [H0ŷ − HEmB(C) − Ms(mA(D) · ẑ)ẑ] × α f ,AB(CD)
(
mA(C) + mB(D)

)

+ mC(B) × [H0ŷ − HE(mB(C) + mD(A)) − Ms(mC(B) · ẑ)ẑ] × α f ,BC (mB + mC) . (4)
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For finite spin pumping strength, i.e., α f ,i j , 0, we find the (dynamical) equilibrium angles by

minimizing the free energy while accounting for Eqs. (3) and (4), i.e., Hi,eff → Hi,eff + Hi, f . To

obtain the magnon energy spectrum we linearize the coupled LLG equations, seeking solutions of

the form: mi = (eiωtδmx
i , e

iωtδmy
i , 1) = (0, 0, 1) + δmi(t) in the local coordinates. Here δmx

i and

δmy
i are the small dynamic amplitudes that describe the elliptical precession of the magnetization

around the direction of (dynamical) equilibrium.

To parse the different magnon-magnon interactions, we first discuss the magnon frequency-

field dependence without spin pumping. In this limit, Figures 4 (a) and (b) show that there are

a pair of, respectively, acoustic and optical magnon branches. In the absence of spin pumping,

these “pure” optical and acoustic magnons can be differentiated in the theory (see Supplemental

Section 2.2), and both the acoustic pairs and optical pairs tend to “self-hybridize” with one another

due to the RKKY interaction ∝ HE. This self-hybridization generates two avoided energy level

crossings, one for each pair of modes. Previously, we simulated where the magnons spatially reside

within the tetralayer[41]. Near the avoided energy level crossing, the low-energy acoustic magnon

branch resides on the interior layers, and the low-energy optical magnon branch primarily resides

on the surface layers. In contrast, the high-energy acoustic magnon branch resides on the surface

layers, and the high-energy optical magnon branch resides on the interior layers. Thus, even if

only considering the RKKY interaction, pairs of magnons sharing the same character (acoustic

or optical) are found to interact with one another. In Figure 4 (c), we plot the combined magnon

spectrum, and we observe three level crossings, i.e., between acoustic I and optical I, optical I and

acoustic II, acoustic II and optical II, and no additional interactions between any acoustic-optical

magnon pair.

By comparing the experimental results from Figure 3 (b) with Figure 4 (a), we see agreement

between experiment and theory in that the acoustic gap is centered near 5.5 GHz, with comparable

gap sizes between theory and experiment. Thus, when experimentally driving the tetralayer in

the “acoustic configuration”, the RKKY interaction is responsible for the avoided energy level

crossing we observe. In contrast, when comparing the theoretical spectrum shown in Figure 4

(c) with the experimentally measured spectrum in the “optical configuration” [Figure 3 (d)], it is

clear that the model sans spin pumping is unable to reproduce (1) the flattening of the lowest

magnon branch and (2) the mutual avoidance among all three magnon branches. In order to

explain these experimental observations we use the extended model, where we find that acoustic

and optical modes interact via the dynamic fieldlike and dampinglike torques exerted on one layer
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by the neighboring layers via spin pumping. The dampinglike torque amounts to a non-Hermitian

contribution to the effective Hamiltonian derived upon linearization of Eqs. (1) and (2) [47]. The

latter manifests as a change in the magnon linewidth and as magnon level attraction [44, 48–

50], which can lead to energy coalescence and, thus, exceptional points [47]. The fieldlike torques

amount instead to additional fields acting on the magnetization dynamics, i.e., see Eqs. (3) and (4),

leading to level repulsion between acoustic and optical modes.

In order to reproduce the flattening of the low energy magnon branch as well as the mutual

avoidance amongst all three experimentally observed magnon branches, we set α f ,AB = α f ,BC = 0.1

and α f ,CD = 0.15. We set the dampinglike terms as αd,AB = αd,BC = 0.01, and αd,CD = 0.015, noting

that a smaller magnitude in the damping like torques is needed to best reproduce experiment.

The local Gilbert damping is set to α = 0.01 for our calculations. In Figure 4 (d) the resulting

magnon branches are plotted. As indicated by dashed boxes, the original level crossings have

turned into avoided level crossings, thereby creating mutual avoidance between the three lowest

magnon branches. Furthermore, the two lowest energy magnon branches flatten out as the field

increases, which. Thus, the measured experimental spectrum in the optical configuration shown in

Figure 3 (d) is most consistent with calculations incorporating interlayer fieldlike torques arising

from interlayer spin pumping.

The torque parameters best describing our experimental results imply that an asymmetry ex-

ists between the top and bottom interfaces, i.e., α f ,AB , α f ,CD. This asymmetry is responsible for

lifting the degeneracies of the magnon spectrum and opening energy gaps between optical and

acoustic magnons; an extended discussion can be found in Supplemental material, Section 1. The

consequence of this asymmetry, illustrated in Figure 1, is that the symmetry axes describing the

effective fields the surface and interior layers experience rotates away from the external field di-

rection in opposite directions, i.e., HA,eff , C2yHD,eff and HB,eff , C2yHC,eff. Evidence for inversion

asymmetry in the structure of the sample itself is found by a series of atomic force microscopy

measurements shown in the Supplemental material, Section 5. Atomic force microscopy charac-

terization of the surface roughness before and after metal deposition shows that the overall surface

roughness decreases from 203 pm to 157 pm (averaged over three samples). The reduction in

the surface roughness as the film thickness increases suggests that the ruthenium interlayers the

interface between the ruthenium and permalloy at the bottom of the tetralayer is not equivalent to

the interface at the top of the tetralayer due to the substrate.

An alternative way we characterized the magnon energy spectrum of the tetralayer was by us-
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ing micro-focused Brillouin light spectroscopy (BLS) to measure the incoherent thermal magnon

spectrum. In contrast to the coherent spectrum, where the rf-field excites magnons in the long

wavelength limit, the BLS spectrum is integrated over a range of wavenumbers (0− 17.8 rad/µm)

and wavevector orientations relative to the external field. In Figure 5, the thermal spectrum shows

a low energy acoustic magnon branch as well as an optical magnon branch that has a zero-field

frequency just below 5 GHz. However, the low energy acoustic branch is not observed to flatten

as the field is increased. Additionally, no avoided energy level crossings are conclusively re-

solved between the two observed magnon branches. In the region where the avoided energy level

crossing is observed in the coherent exciation scheme, the thermal magnon spectrum has a strong

thermal magnon signal. This result suggests that there is a non-trivial wavevector dependence

on the magnon-magnon interactions within the tetralayer. To date, wavenumber dependent mea-

surements of magnon-magnon interactions in S-AFMs are limited. Only Shiota et al. have shown

how magnon-magnon interactions, mediated by the dipolar coupling of magnons, can be enhanced

by the wavevector orientation in S-AFM bilayers[40]. Our results suggests that the dependence of

magnon-magnon interactions mediated by symmetry breaking fields, dipolar interactions, and spin

pumping is a future direction worth of exploration an even finer control of magnonic interactions

within magnetic metamaterials.

In this work, the oft-neglected dynamic fieldlike torques generated by spin pumping were able

to hybridize acoustic and optical magnons in S-AFM tetralayers. Looking ahead, the flexibility of

the S-AFM material platform should allow for alternative multilayer structures where spin pump-

ing can be either suppressed or enhanced, which leads to a new manner in which magnons can be

manipulated and tuned in synthetic magnets. The phenomenology we have developed is not lim-

ited to just tetralayers, and can be applied to any other noncollinear magnetic multilayer structure.

By using this phenomenology to describe other multilayers with specifically defined interfaces, we

suggest that synthetic antiferromagnets are a playground not just for their flexibility in allowing

experimentalists to control magnon-magnon interactions, but also for non-Hermitian phenomena.

Future experiments that are able to harness dynamic antidamping torques associated with spin

pumping may provide the key in unlocking the experimental ability to engineer exceptional points

directly into the energy spectrum of synthetic antiferromagnetic materials.
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II. METHODS

All the samples that were used for magnon measurements were deposited by DC magnetron

sputtering with argon plasma onto double sided polished sapphire substrates at room temperature.

Sputtering is performed in a high vacuum system with a base pressure near 3 × 10−9 Torr. Dur-

ing deposition, a 3 mTorr atmosphere of argon gas is introduced into the chamber and is ignited

into a plasma. We synthesized two series of tetralayer samples, Pt/Py/Ru/Py/Ru/Py/Ru/Py/Pt and

Ru/Py/Ru/Py/Ru/Py/Ru/Py/Pt. The top and bottom layers of the overall structure consist of either

Pt or Ru. We found that by encapsulating the Py/Ru layers within such a structure, we suppressed

any residual ferromagnetic moment from forming due to uncompensated magnetization. The top

and bottom Pt layers were fixed to be red 6 nm, the Py layers were fixed to be 5 nm, and we varied

the thickness of the Ru layers from 0.25 nm to 3 nm with equal interval of 0.25 nm. The DC power

used in the growth of Py and Ru layers is 50 W, and the DC power is 30 W for Pt.

III. CHARACTERIZATION

Tetralayer samples are placed on a broadband coplanar waveguide (CPW) upside down, in a

so-called flip-chip configuration. One side of the CPW is connected to a microwave signal gener-

ator (1-20 GHz range), and the other side is connected to a microwave diode. The output of the

diode is connected to the input of a lock-in amplifier. The CPW sample assembly is then placed

half-way between Helmholtz coils and two pole pieces of electromagnet. The electromagnet is
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used to sweep the external field, and the Helmholtz coils are connected to an audio amplifier that

is driven at the reference frequency of the lock-in amplifier (103.73 Hz). We use the Helmholtz

coils to modulate the swept external field with an amplitude of about 8 Oe, so that we can measure

the transmitted output signal of the diode with the lock-in amplifier. Both the in-phase component

(X-value) and out-of-phase component (Y-value) of the output of microwave diode are recorded

corresponding to the relative phase difference between the measurement signal and reference sig-

nal.

Microfocused Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy measurements are performed in a backscat-

tering geometry using a continuous wavelength single-mode 532 nm wavelength laser. A micro-

scope objective with a magnification of 100x, a high numerical aperture of 0.75, and a working

distance of 4 mm is used to focus the laser beam on the sample surface. An additional light source

is used to illuminate the sample enabling probing position control during the measurements. An

autofocus routine is implemented by monitoring the reflected laser intensity from the sample by a

photodiode. The inelastically scattered light is analyzed using a high-contrast multi-pass tandem

Fabry Pérot interferometer with a contrast of at least 1015. The magnon signal is extracted from

the Stokes peak unless stated otherwise. All BLS measurements are conducted at room tempera-

ture without any microwave excitation; therefore, the detected signal corresponds to the thermal

magnon spectrum in the tetralayers.
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FIG. 1. Spin pumping-driven symmetry breaking in a synthetic antiferromagnet. In (a), a S-AFM

tetralayer is illustrated. Tetralayers consist of four ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by three Ru inter-

layers. Surface layers are labeled A & D, while interior layers are labeled B & C. (a) continues to illustrate

the conventional magnetostatic picture where, if an external field is applied along the y-direction, the effec-

tive magnetic field directions that the surface layers experience (He f f
A & He f f

D ) are mirror symmetric about

the y-axis. Similarly, the effective fields experience by the interior layers (He f f
B & He f f

C ) are also mutually

mirror symmetric about the external field direction. In (b), we consider a more realistic situation where there

is some asymmetry between the metallic interface separating A & B, compared to the interface separating

C & D. In this case, when both an external field and driving rf-field are present, interlayer spin pumping

can break the symmetry of the system. This broken symmetry is further illustrated in the rightmost panel of

(b) where the mirror symmetry axes of the surface layers and interior layers (n̂AD & n̂BC) rotate in opposite

directions away from the external field direction.
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FIG. 2. Static magnetic properties of synthetic antiferromagnetic bilayers and tetralayers. (a) The

normalized magnetization of the S-AFM bilayer is plotted as a function of the external field applied in the

plane of the sample. The inset images illustrate the bilayer structure as well as the in-plane magnetization

configuration which can be described by two unit vectors (m̂A and m̂B) as well as a single angle (φ) which

describes the rotation of the magnetization of each layer towards the external field. (b) The normalized

magnetization of the S-AFM tetralayer is plotted as a function of the external field applied in the plane

of the sample. The inset images illustrate the tetralayer structure as well as the in-plane magnetization

configuration which can be described by four unit vectors (m̂A(B)(C)(D)) as well as two angles (φA and φB)

that describes the rotation of the magnetization of the surface layers and interior layers towards the external

field. The field dependence of the equilibrium angles can be theoretically modeled (see Supplemental

Section 2) to describe the magnetization curves and extract the interlayer exchange field HE .
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FIG. 3. Experimentally measured magnon spectra. In (a) and (b) the field-frequency dependence on

the derivative of the magnetic resonance absorption signal is plotted using a color scale for the bilayer and

tetralayer. Here, the external field is applied to be perpendicular to all the rf-fields driving the magnetization

dynamics from the co-planar waveguide. This is the “acoustic” configuration illustrated in (e). Color

contrast, denoted by the dashed lines, indicate where the magnons are excited. A single unbroken magnon

branch, symmetric upon reversal of the external field, is seen for the bilayer. A clear avoided energy level

crossing, breaking the spectrum into two branches is seen for the tetralayer. In (c) and (d) the same field-

frequency dependence is plotted except that the external field is rotated such that the in-plane component of

the rf-field is now parallel to the external field. This is the “optical” configuration illustrated in (e). Color

contrast, denoted by the dashed lines, indicate where the magnons are excited. A single unbroken magnon

branch, symmetric upon reversal of the external field, is still seen for the bilayer. In the tetrlayer, three

magnon branches, helpfully denoted by dashed lines are excited; all three branches mututally avoid one

another. The dashed white box denotes the region where all three branches clearly avoid each other.
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FIG. 4. Theoretically predicted acoustic and optical magnon spectra, including magnon-magnon in-

teractions. (a), (b), and (c) represent the acoustic, optical, and combined magnon spectrum in the absence

of spin pumping for the tetralayer. Due to the dynamic exchange field, the two acoustic magnons (a), and

the two optical magnons (b), “self-hybridize” with one another. This creates the acoustic and optical gap

that is indicated in (a) and (b), respectively. In (c), we observe that no interactions exist between opti-

cal and acoustic magnons, as seen in the field-frequency relationship regions highlighted by the dashed

boxes. In (d) we calculate the magnon spectrum of the tetralayer for α f ,AB = α f ,BC = 0.1, α f ,CD = 0.15,

αd,AB = αd,BC = 0.01, αd,CD = 0.015 and α = 0.01. Due to the asymmetry between the uppermost and

the lowermost interface, i.e., α f ,AB , α f ,CD, the three energy-level crossings between acoustic and optical

magnon branches are lifted, and new branches emerge as the result of the interface-driven magnon-magnon

hybridization. 18
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Supplemental material
Magnon-magnon interactions induced by

spin-pumping-driven symmetry breaking in
synthetic antiferromagnet

1 Spin pumping in noncollinear magnetic bilayers
In this section, we derive phenomenological expressions for the fieldlike and damp-
inglike torques resulting from spin pumping between two noncollinear ferromagnetic
films separated by a normal-metal spacer. We start by introducing mA and mB as the
magnetization orientations of the ferromagnetic layer A and B, respectively. In terms
of these variables, the instantaneous state of the bilayer can be described by a free-
energy functional F [mA,mB], and the (Landau-Lifshitz) transverse field acting on the
magnetic order parameter mA(B) is defined as HA(B) ≡ δmA(B)F [mA,mB]. Within linear
response, the relations between the rates ṁA and ṁB can be written as

(
ṁA

ṁB

)
=

(
LmAmA LmAmB

LmBmA LmBmB

) (
HA

HB

)
, (S.1)

where L is a 4x4 linear response matrix, whose form is restricted by Onsager reci-
procity [1], i.e.,

[
LmA(B)mA(B)

(
mA(B)

)]
i j =

[
LmA(B)mA(B)

(−mA(B)
)]

ji , (S.2)
[
LmAmB (mA,mB)

]
i j =

[
LmBmA (−mA,−mB)

]
ji . (S.3)

The 2x2 block matrix LmA(B)mA(B) describes the decoupled Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert dy-
namics of the order parameter mA(B), whose dissipative component is accounted for via
the Gilbert damping parameter αA(B). The 2x2 block matrix LmA(B)mB(A) accounts for the
spin pumping processes between the coherently-driven magnetizations dynamics. Let
us start by writing the coupled equations of motion in a general form as

dmA

dt
= − µ0γmA ×HA + αAmA × dmA

dt
+ αd,AmA ×

[
mA × dmA

dt
−mB × dmB

dt

]
×mA

(S.4)

+mA ×
[
dmB

dt
×

(
α f ,AmA + β f ,AmB

)]
,
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dmB

dt
= − µ0γmB ×HB + αBmB × dmB

dt
+ αd,BmB ×

[
mB × dmB

dt
−mA × dmA

dt

]
×mB

(S.5)

+mB ×
[
dmA

dt
×

(
α f ,BmB + β f ,BmA

)]
.

Invoking Onsager reciprocity (S.3), we find αd,A = αd,B, α f ,A = α f ,B and β f ,A = β f ,B.
Here, αd,AB ≡ αd,A(B) � 1 is a phenomenological coefficient parameterize the strength
of the dampinglike spin-pumping torques. The terms ∝ α f ,AB ≡ α f ,A(B) and ∝ β f ,AB ≡
β f ,A(B), with α f ,AB, β f ,AB � 1, describe the fieldlike torques associated with spin pump-
ing processes. Equations (S.4) and (S.5) can be rewritten as

dmA

dt
= − µ0γmA ×HA +

(
αA + αd,AB

)
mA × dmA

dt
− αd,ABmA ×

(
mB × dmB

dt

)
×mA

(S.6)

+mA ×
[
dmB

dt
×

(
α f ,ABmA + β f ,ABmB

)]
,

dmB

dt
= − µ0γmB ×HB +

(
αB + αd,AB

)
mB × dmB

dt
− αd,ABmB ×

(
mA × dmA

dt

)
×mB

(S.7)

+mB ×
[
dmA

dt
×

(
α f ,ABmB + β f ,ABmA

)]
.

Introducing the parity operation as the interchange mA ↔ mB, which implies
HA ↔ HB, one can easily see from Eqs. (S.6) and (S.7) that, for a symmetric bi-
layer, one has α f ,AB = β f ,AB and αA = αB. Figs, S1 (c) and (d) show that the fieldlike
torques can lift the degeneracy between the acoustic and the optical mode upon parity
symmetry breaking, i.e., α f ,AB , β f ,AB. Similarly, we find that the energy coalescence
in parameter space increases only when αA , αB, as shown by Figs. S1 (a) and (b).

2 Tetralayer model

2.1 Linearization of the equations of motion
We model the magnetization dynamics of a synthetic antiferromagnetic tetralayer by
assuming that the magnetic order parameter mi of the layer i, with i = A, B,C,D, is
statically and dynamically coupled to its nearest neighbors. In the short-range coupling
regime, it is straightforward to generalize Eqs. (S.6) and (S.7) to Eqs. (1) and (2) of
the main text. To solve for the magnon eigenfrequencies, we have to linearize the
coupled LLG equations (1) and (2). For each layer, we can orient a spin-space Cartesian
coordinate system such that the ẑ axis locally lies along the classical orientation of the
magnetic order parameter m′i . The latter can be related to order parameter mi in the
global frame of reference via the transformation

mi = RiGm′i , with RiG ≡ Rz(φi)Ry(ϕi) , (S.8)
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where the matrix Rz(y)(θ) describes a right-handed rotation by an angle θ about the ẑ
(ŷ) axis, and ϕi (φi) is the polar (azimuthal) angle of the equilibrium orientation of the
order parameter mi. The magnetic order parameter m′i can be written in terms of its
static and dynamical components as

m′i = m̂i,eq + δmi,

with m̂i,eq = (0, 0, 1) and δmi = eiωt(δmx
i , δm

y
i , 0), with |δmx(y)

i | � 1. One can then
rewrite Eqs. (1) and (2) in the local frame as

iωδmA(D) = − µ0γmA(D) × [H0RGA(D)ŷ − HERBA(CD)mB(C) − Ms
(
mA(D) · RGA(D)ẑ

)RGA(D)ẑ]
− µ0γmA(D) × RGA(D)HA(D), f + iω

(
αA(D) + αd,AB(CD)

)
mA(D) × δmA(D)

− iωαd,AB(CD)mA(D) × (RBA(CD)mB(C) × RBA(CD)δmB(C)
) ×mA(D) (S.9)

iωδmB(C) = − µ0γmB(C) × [H0RGB(C)ŷ − HE
(RAB(DC)mA(D) + RCB(BC)mC(B)

)

− Ms
(
mB(C) · RGB(C)ẑ

)RGB(C)ẑ] − µ0γmB(C) × RGB(C)HB(C), f

+ iω
(
αB(C) + αd,AB(CD) + αd,BC

)
mB(C) × δmB(C)

− iωαd,AB(BC)mB(C) × (RAB(BC)mA(B) × RAB(BC)δmA(B)
) ×mB(C)

− iωαd,BC(CD)mB(C) × (RCB(DC)mC(D) × RCB(DC)δmC(D)
) ×mB(C), , (S.10)

where we have introduced Ri j = R−1
jGRiG and the fields Hi, f due to the fieldlike spin-

pumping torques are defined in Eqs. (3) and (4) of the main text. By retaining only
linear terms in the fluctuations of the magnetization around equilibrium, Eqs. (??)
and (??) can be written in matrix form as

QδM = 0, (S.11)

where Q is an 8 × 8 matrix and δM = (δmx
A, δm

y
A, δm

x
B, δm

y
B, δm

x
C , δm

y
C , δm

x
D, δm

y
D). We

solve the eight coupled equations numerically by requiring det(Q) = 0.
In the absence of spin pumping, the equilibrium orientations of the magnetizations

are obtained by setting equilibrium conditions to Eqs. (1) and (2) of the main text,
which is equivalent to minimizing the system’s energy, i.e.,

E =
∑

i=A,B,C,D

mi ·Hi,eff , (S.12)

with respect to the magnetic orientation of each layer. The effective field Hi,eff intro-
duced in Eq. (S.12) read as

HA(D),eff = H0ŷ − HEmB(C) − Ms
(
mA(D) · ẑ) ẑ , (S.13)

HB(C),eff = H0ŷ − HE
(
mA(B) + mC(D)

) − Ms(mB(C) · ẑ)ẑ . (S.14)

Due to the symmetry of the tetralayer samples, in static equilibrium, one finds HA(B),eff =

C2yHD(C),eff, with |HA(B),eff| = |HD(C),eff|. Thus, it suffices to discuss the static equilib-
rium angles φA and φB as a function of exchange field (HE) and external field (H0).
Figure S.1(a) shows that φA and φB evolve in a non-linear manner with respect to ex-
ternal field and converge to π/2 rad upon saturation. The net fields (S.13) and (S.14)
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experienced by m̂A and m̂B in static equilibrium configuration as a function of external
field for a constant value of interlayer exchange field, µ0HE = 24.4 mT is graphically
represented in Figure S.2 (b). In the limit of high field, the net fields increase linearly
with external field. For finite spin pumping, we find the (dynamical) equilibrium angle
by including the fields Hi, f , i.e., Eqs. (3) and (4) of the main text, in the definition of
Hi,eff.

2.2 Distinguishing acoustic magnons from optical magnons
In previous work, we examined the tetralayer model that is described above in the
absence of interlayer spin pumping. When interlayer spin pumping is not included in
the equations of motion, there is a straightforward way to separate the optical magnons
from acoustic magnons. Indeed, this approach of labeling separately the acoustic and
optical magnon branches is shown in Figure 3 within the main text. We summarize this
simplification of the tetralayer model now.

If we consider Eq. (S.10), we can see that the linearized equation of motion for
Layer B depends upon the dynamic amplitudes δmA, and δmC . In the absence of spin
pumping, we can exploit the symmetry of the tetralayer to only consider solutions
where δmC = ±δmB. This substitution leads to a simplification of the problem as now
only the determinant of a 4 × 4 matrix, which involves only Layers A and B, is needed
for the magnon frequencies to be obtained. If δmC = +δmB, then the acoustic magnon
eigenfrequencies will be obtained. Similarly, if δmC = −δmB, then the optical magnon
eigenfrequencies will be obtained.

3 Additional Magnetometry data
Our synthetic antiferromagnets use permalloy as a ferromagnetic layer and ruthenium
as the non-magnetic spacer material. Various samples (bilayers as well as tetralayers)
are prepared by varying the spacer material thickness between 0.25 nm to 3 nm in the
interval of 0.25 nm; the permalloy thickness is fixed to 5 nm. The samples are prepared
using platinum both as seeding and capping layer or ruthenium as seeding layer and
platinum as capping layer. The magnetometry results are independent of the seeding
material used, i.e., we observed no difference between using Pt or Ru as the seeding
layer. Since the RKKY interaction is oscillatory in nature, our samples are ferromag-
netic for some spacer thicknesses, and antiferromagnetic for other thicknesses. The
evolution of magnetization with external field for some typical ruthenium thicknesses
for tetralayer samples is shown respectively in Figure S.4. The diamagnetic effect of
the substrate has been removed in all the magnetometry results shown here. The pres-
ence of hysteresis is a clear indication of ferromagnetic coupling, whereas absence
of hysteresis, and zero magnetization at zero field, are indicative of antiferromagnetic
coupling.
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4 Determining where the magnons spatially reside us-
ing micromagnetic simulations

In this section, we use Mumax3[2] micromagnetic simulations to help identify where
the acoustic and optical magnon branches are localized within the tetralayer, e.g. the
surface or interior layers. Extended details of our simulation methodology were re-
ported elsewhere, when we computationally studied the acoustic and optical magnons
of CrCl3[3]. Here, we follow the same approach as our earlier work. For these sim-
ulations, we have simply changed the material parameters to better model a synthetic
antiferromagnet.

For computational ease we used a nanomagnet in our simulation. The geometry we
chose for our simulations is based on a standard example[2], and is an ellipse of 160
nm long and 80 nm wide. We use a saturation magnetization, Ms, of 700 ×103 A/m,
a ferromagnetic intralayer exchange stiffness of 13 ×10−12 J/m, and an antiferromag-
netic interlayer exchange stiffness of -1.4 ×10−15 J/m. The strength of the interlayer
exchange stiffness was chosen to emulate the antiferromagnetic RKKY interaction in
our materials. In other words, these parameters reproduce the magnetization curves
shown in Figure 1 (c) within the main manuscript.

Before discussing our results we note that there are some quantitative discrepancies
in the micromagnetic simulations compared with experiment. This is due to the finite
size effect of the nanomagnet we simulated, which is a proxy for a macroscopically
large experimental sample. We note that if we fine-tuned the interlayer exchange stiff-
ness in the simulation, we would be able to better quantitatively match the experimental
results. We emphasize that the goal of these simulations is to qualitatively extract where
the magnons spatially reside. Furthermore, one can compare these results to our earlier
simulation results to see how these qualitative conclusions are independent of the exact
value of the interlayer exchange stiffness.

In Figure S.4 (a) and (b), we plot the numerically obtained acoustic magnon spec-
trum for the interior and surface layers, respectively. In the vicinity of the avoided
energy level crossing, it is clear that the low-energy acoustic magnon branch tends to
reside on interior layers. In contrast, the higher energy acoustic magnon branch tends to
reside on the surface layers, especially in the vicinity of the avoided energy level cross-
ing. In Figure S.5 (a) and (b), we plot the optical magnon spectrum for the interior and
surface layers, respectively. In the vicinity of the avoided energy level crossing, it is
clear that the low-energy optical magnon branch tends to reside on surface layers. In
contrast, the higher energy optical magnon branch tends to reside on the interior layers.

5 Surface roughness characterization
We characterized the surface roughness of both the bare substrate and the films that
were deposited on top of the substrates for three samples. Two representative images
are shown in Figure S.6 (a) and (b) for the substrate and film surface roughnesses
respectively. Scans were taken over a 1× 1 µm2 area. The three average surface rough-
ness values obtained for the substrate are 202, 178, and 229 pm. The three average
surface roughness measurements of the completed tetralayer are 147, 166, and 157 pm.
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Thus, the surface roughness is reduced by 46 pm after the films are deposited, a 22%
reduction from the original roughness of the substrate.
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Figure S.1: (a) Magnon spectrum of a symmetric bilayer for αA = αB = 0.01 with
αd,AB = 0 (blue solid line) and αd,AB = 0.01 (dashed orange line). (b) Magnon spectrum
of an asymmetric bilayer with αA = 0.01 and αB = 0.02. The asymmetry of the local
dissipation yields the level attraction highlighted in the dashed box. In (c) and (d), we
illustrate the role of the fieldlike spin pumping torques for a magnetic bilayer. (c) The
magnon bands (dashed orange line) of a symmetryic bilayer with α f ,AB = β f ,AB = 0.1
are compared with the spectrum in the absence of dynamical torques (blue solid line).
(d) For an asymmetric bilayer, i.e., α f ,AB = 0.1 and β f ,AB = 0.15, the level crossing
between acoustic and optical bands is lifted.
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Sup: Fig.S2

(a) (b)

Figure S.2: (a) Static equilibrium angles φA and φB versus external field H0. The angles
vary non-linearly and converge to π

2 rad upon saturation. (b) Net field experienced by
m̂A and m̂B at static equilibrium configuration i.e. HA,eq, HB,eq versus external field H0
for a constant value of interlayer exchange field: µ0HE = 24.4 mT. Initially, HA,eq de-
creases with field and HB,eq increases with field, but both increase linearly with external
field for higher field values.
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Figure S.3: Normalized magnetization versus external field for tetralayer samples:(a)
0.25 nm spacer thickness, coupling is ferromagnetic; (b) 0.5 nm spacer thickness, cou-
pling is ferromagnetic; (c) 1 nm spacer thickness, coupling is antiferromagnetic. The
presence of hysteresis is a clear indication of ferromagnetic coupling, whereas absence
of the same represents antiferromagnetic coupling. As it is apparent in the graphs, cou-
pling is antiferromagnetic at the spacer thickness of 1 nm. Moreover, the small loop
indicating a residual ferromagnetism seen in asymmetrical bilayer samples has been
removed here by using symmetrical samples with seeding and capping layers.
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Figure S.4: (a) The acoustic magnon energy spectrum of the tetralayer is plotted for the
interior layers. (b) The acoustic magnon energy spectrum of the tetralayer is plotted
for the surface layers.
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Figure S.5: (a) The optical magnon energy spectrum of the tetralayer is plotted for the
interior layers. (b) The optical magnon energy spectrum of the tetralayer is plotted for
the surface layers.
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Before Coating
Roughness  = 229 pm

Before Coating
Roughness  = 147 pm(a) (b)

Figure S.6: (a) and (b) show representative topographical images of the surface rough-
ness of the sample substrate and the substrate after being coated with a tetralayer re-
spectively.
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